In recent years, there are numerous works been proposed to leverage the techniques of deep learning to improve social-aware recommendation performance. In most cases, it requires a larger number of data to train a robust deep learning model, which contains a lot of parameters to fit training data. However, both data of user ratings and social networks are facing critical sparse problem, which makes it not easy to train a robust deep neural network model. Towards this problem, we propose a novel correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE) method by taking correlations between users with multiple roles into account to learn robust representations from sparse inputs of ratings and social networks for recommendation. We develop the CoDAE model by utilizing three separated autoencoders to learn user features with roles of rater, truster and trustee, respectively. Especially, on account of that each input unit of user vectors with roles of truster and trustee is corresponding to a particular user, we propose to utilize shared parameters to learn common information of the units that corresponding to same users. Moreover, we propose a related regularization term to learn correlations between user features that learnt by the three subnetworks of CoDAE model. We further conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the proposed method on two public datasets for Top-N recommendation task. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms on rank-sensitive metrics of MAP and NDCG.
Introduction
With the rapid development of social media in recent years, the massive amount data of social network offers researchers a great opportunity to study user behavior patterns and model user preferences for a variety of applications [1, 2] . These social-aware methods have been widely used for a lot of web services, such as Ciao.com, Epinions.com and Facebook.com. To address the sparse problem of recommender system, there are numerous social-aware recommendation algorithms been developed to help model user preferences by integrating social influence for users.
To model social influence from social network, there are numerous works been proposed to make use of social network to improve recommendation performance [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These methods can roughly classify these methods into two categories: single-role based methods [3] [4] [5] and multi-role based methods [7, 8] . The single-role based methods model each user with a single role for all user feedbacks, while multirole methods model each user with different roles in different cases. Intuitively, the multi-role methods are closer to our real life since each user plays different roles in different situations. Experimental results in [7] and [8] also prove that multi-role based methods are more accurate than those single-role based methods [3] [4] [5] . However, the data of social network are facing critical sparse problem [9] , which make it not easy to extract exact social information from these data.
In recent years, deep learning models have achieved a great success [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] besides classical methods [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Those non-linear neural networks can automatically learn effective representations from huge amount of data and significantly improve prediction accuracy. In recent years, how to utilize deep learning model to improve recommendation performance has become a hot topic [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . To overcome the data spare problem for recommendation, most researchers propose to utilize the denoising autoencoder (DAE) [29] to learn compact representations from spare data for recommender systems. Some DAE-based methods [23, 27] focus on how to learn user preferences from users' rating information by DAE network directly. Their experimental results demonstrate great improvement while compared to traditional linear models, such as matrix factorization method [30] . Meanwhile, some other works [25, 26, 28, 31] attempt to use DAE model to learn compact representations from auxiliary information to help improve CF-based method against data sparse problem, such as content [31] , tags [25] or images [26] .
To make use of social media, there are numbers of works been proposed to utilize the technique of neural network to improve the performance of social recommendation [28, 32, 33] . In [28] , Deng et al. propose to learn user representations from ratings by denoising autoencoder. Then they propose a new collaborative filtering method by utilizing the learnt results to initialize the preferences of users and measure trust similarities. In [32] , Guo et al. propose an embedding-based recommendation method to exploit the deep structure in social networks and rating patterns. In [33] , Wang et al. propose to learn user representations by deep neural networks with inferred ratings and social networks. They further propose to inject original and inferred social information into the input and hidden layer of neural network to improve recommendation.
There is a key problem remained open for the task of utilizing deep learning techniques for social recommendation. Although deep neural networks show great learning power for many pattern recognition tasks, it requires a large amount of data for training to keep aware from overfitting in most cases [10] . However, for that both data of user ratings and social networks are facing critical sparse problem, it is not easy to learn robust representations by deep learning models. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new model to mine more information from social networks by deep learning models for recommendation.
In this paper, we develop a novel deep learning model of correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE) to learn user features and take the correlations among user features with multiple roles into account. First, we utilize three separated autoencoders to learn user features independently from het-erogeneous information of users with multiple roles of rater, truster and trustee, respectively. Second, we propose to inject a shared parameter matrix into the model to learn common information of users with multiple roles. Third, we propose a related regularization term to build relations for user features with different roles.
Especially, in the view of input layers, each input unit of users with roles of truster and trustee is corresponding to a particular user. Therefore, there may exist some implicit common features between the training parameters that corresponding to same users in input layers for roles of truster and trustee. In CoDAE model, we propose to utilize a shared weight matrix to learn implicit common features for users. Moreover, in the view of middle layers, the output vectors of each user with roles of truster and trustee reflect user's preferences in different perspectives. So that these output vectors for a particular user are similar with each other. This motivates us to propose the related regularization term to build relations among user vectors. With these two methods to mine correlations for each user with multiple roles, the CoDAE model is formulated to simultaneously learn user features from both user ratings and social network by neural networks.
The main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
• To learn user features from ratings and social network with different distributions, we propose a novel correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE) model by utilizing three separate autoencoders to model users with roles of rater, truster and trustee, respectively.
• To address the sparse problem of social network, we propose to utilize a shared weight matrix to learn implicit common information between input units that corresponding to same users.
• To simultaneously exchange information between user features with multiple roles, we further propose a related regularization term to build relations between hidden layers of the three separated autoencoders.
• We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the proposed method CoDAE for top-n recommendation task. Experimental results on two real-world public datasets demonstrate that the CoDAE model significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Related work
In this section, we discuss the relations of the proposed Co-DAE model for recommendation in two perspectives: trustaware recommendation and deep learning for recommendation.
Social recommendation
With the rapid development of social media, there are numerous works been proposed to leverage social influence to improve web applications [4, 34] . This raises the problem of that how to integrate social influence into recommender systems and attracts a lot of attention in recent years [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These social recommendation algorithms have been proved to be effective to address the data sparse problem of conventional CF-based methods.
Especially, Ma et al. [3] propose the SoRec model to integrate trust relationships by factorized the social matrix, which shared common latent user preferences with CF method. Jamali and Ester [4] propose a novel SocialMF model with trust propagations between users. The basic idea is that a user's taste is close to the average preference of his/her trust friends. Ma et al. [5] further propose to take trust strength into account, and then build the SoReg model by incorporating individual social regularization. The above algorithms model users with a common shared space for rating data and trust relationships. These single-role based methods do not consider that each user plays different roles in different situations. Therefore, some multi-role methods are proposed to address this problem. For example, Yang et al. [6] propose the TrustMF method to model users with roles of truster and trustee. Then they propose to make predictions by integrating these two kinds of information. In [7] , Yao et al. further propose to take implicit correlation between users whole are similar but not socially connected by modeling users with multi-role.
However, the trust relationships in social network are also facing data sparse problem in most cases [9] , which may limit the performance of social-aware applications. To overcome this problem for recommender system, we propose to utilize the recent deep learning techniques to learn social influence for each user through denoising autoencoder network, which is quite suitable for sparse data [29] .
Deep learning for recommendation
Deep neural network has already been proved to be a powerful learning model for many pattern recognition tasks, such as image recognition [11] , object detection or neural machine translation. Due to the great learning ability in various domains, it attracts a lot of attention to utilize deep learning techniques for recommendation in recent years.
Especially, the AutoRec [23] model is proposed by utilizing denoising autoencoder to direct learn user feature from rating data. Their results demonstrate that using deep learning techniques has great potential to improve recommendation performance. In [27] , Wu et al. propose to inject userspecial vectors in hidden layer of Autoencoder network to exact learn user preferences for top-n recommendation. Obviously, these methods are plagued by sparse problem of rating data, which have an adverse impact on recommendation performance. In [35] , the ECAE model is proposed to learn implicit information from generated labels of users. Their experimental results demonstrate that this is a potential approach to address sparse problem for recommendation.
Incorporating auxiliary information with rating data is one of the most effective ways to address data sparse problem [26, 31] . In [31] , Wang et al. propose the CDL model, which utilizes denoising autoencoder to learn compact representations from content information. These representations are then tightly integrated with matrix factorization to model user preferences for recommendation. The VBPR model [26] make use of visual features learnt by convolutional neural network (CNN) to help improve Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) [36] model for top-n recommendation. Their theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that it is a valuable idea to introduce auxiliary information for deep learning based recommendation.
However, most existing methods focus on learning compact representations from only one kind of data, i.e., rating data or auxiliary information. As a matter of fact, using neural networks for either kind of data can effectively improve the recommendation performance. It raises an interesting question: how to utilize neural networks to learn representations for multiple kinds of data and fuse them into a unified framework for recommendation?
Towards this problem, we propose the CoDAE method to learn user features from data of ratings and social network by deep neural networks. Especially, to overcome the data sparse problem of ratings and social network, we propose to build relations between user features with different perspectives in two aspects: training parameters for input layer and output units of middle layer. In this way, we obtain a robust social recommendation model based on deep learning techniques.
Deep learning for social recommendation
Motivated by the success of deep learning, there are numerous works been proposed to leverage deep learning tech-niques to improve social recommendation performance [28, 32, 33] . Especially, Deng et al. propose the DLMF model [28] to employ denoising autoencoder to initialize latent user features, which used in matrix factorization model. In [32] , Guo et al. propose an embedding-based method to learn user representations in social networks and rating patterns for recommendation. In [33] , Wang et al. propose to learn user features by making use of inferred ratings and social networks for deep neural network.
However, since the data of social network are quite sparse, it is not easy to learn robust representations from social network by deep neural networks, which require a larger amount of data to train a robust model in most cases. Therefore, it is necessary to mine more information from social network to learn robust user features.
In this paper, we propose a novel structure of deep neural network to learn user features from ratings and social networks. Especially, we propose to mine correlations between user features by shared parameters and related regularization. Experimental results demonstrate that these two methods are quite effective to improve recommendation.
Heterogeneous network based recommendation
In [37] , Zhang et al. propose a new joint representation learning (JRL) framework to learn user representations from multiple heterogeneous data of reviews, images and ratings. They propose to learn representations from difference sources by separated neural networks. These representations are then jointly integrated to represent users and used to train for topn recommendation. To make this framework flexible to be easily extended for new information sources and avoid retraining in practice, this model does not take the advantage of the power of multi-view machine learning.
However, as a matter of fact, the data of social network are very sparse in most case. This problem makes it hard to learn robust representations from social network by a neural network, which requires a larger amount of data to prevent overfitting. Therefore, it is necessary to take the correlations among these representations to improve the accuracy and performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE) model to learn robust user features from multiple heterogeneous data of ratings and social network. To achieve an unbiased and efficient prediction function, we utilize three autoenders to learn user features by modeling users with roles of rater, truster and trustee. Then we propose to build relations between these subnetworks in two aspects.
First, we utilize a shared training weight matrix in them to automatically learn implicit common information for users. Second, we propose a related regularization term to bridge relations between hidden representations of these subnetworks.
Proposed method
In this section, we introduce the proposed correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE), which learns compact and robust representations from rating and trust data.
Problem description
With a set of users U = {1, . . . , n} and a set of items I = {1, . . . , m}, the task of top-n recommendation is to recommend a list of N items for each user to meet his/her need. In this model, we have three matrices as input data: rating matrix R ∈ R n×m , truster matrix T ∈ R n×n and trustee matrix E ∈ R n×n which is the transposed matrix of T. Since both rating and trust data are very sparse, most entries of these input matrices are unobserved and treated as zeros. In particular, we use R u , T u , and E u to represent the input vectors of user u with roles of rater, truster and trustee, respectively. Especially, to model personal interests of users, we use V u ∈ R k to represent the user-specific vector of user u.
Collaborative denoising autoencoder
In collaborative denoising autoencoder (CDAE) model [27] , the dth entryx d of input vector x is randomly overwritten by zero with a probability of q as following:
where δ = 1/(1 − q) is used to make the corruption unbiased. As demonstrate in Fig. 1 , the CDAE model with one hidden layer is implemented by first mapping the corrupted user feedbacksR u into a low-dimensional space through a linear mapping function and then injecting user-specific vectors V u into this hidden layer by:
where W ∈ R m×k is a weight matrix and b ∈ R k is an offset vector. g(·) is an active function. Note that the dimension of hidden layer is much smaller than that of input layer, i.e., k D. The user preference H u is then mapped back to reconstruct the inputs and predict unobserved entries through another mapping layer by:
where W ∈ R k×m and b ∈ R m are the corresponding weight matrix and offset vector to reconstruct inputs through activation function f (·).
Fig. 1
The structure of CDAE model. The user node is used to inject userspecific vector into the hidden layer Finally, the objective function of CDAE is formulated by:
where l(·) is a loss function to evaluate the reconstruction error for each input vector; λ is a hyper-parameter to control the model complexity to prevent overfitting; || · || F denotes the frobenius norm for regularization term.
To achieve the best performance, we choose the logistic loss as loss function for top-n recommendation task in this paper according to the experimental results in [27] , which is defined by:
where K denotes the observed entries of vector y and S(t) denotes the entries that sampled from the unobserved entries of vector y, the number of which is t times of the number of observed entries.
Correlative denoising autoencoder
In recent years, there are a lot of methods been proposed to make use of deep learning techniques to improve social recommendation [28, 32, 33] . However, for that there are a lot of parameters to be trained in deep neural networks, it is very easy to fall into overfitting by feeding sparse inputs of user ratings and social networks for these models. Therefore, it is necessary to mine more useful information from these sparse inputs to train deep learning based recommendation models. Towards this problem, we propose a novel deep learning model of correlative denoising autoencoder (CoDAE) to learn user features and take the correlations among user features with multiple roles into account for social recommendation.
As demonstrated in Fig. 2 , to ensure all the information make equal contributions on the prediction results, we utilize three separate subnetworks to independently extract compact representations for each user with roles of rater, truster and trustee. The user nodes for personal biases are then injected into the hidden layer of the subnetwork for raters as that do in CDAE [27] . Moreover, towards the data sparse problem, we propose to build relations among user features with multiple roles in two aspects: training parameters of input layer and output vectors of middle layer. Fig. 2 The structure of CoDAE model which contains three subnetworks to learn compact representations from rating data and social network. The yellow arrows denote the shared weight matrix to learn implicit common information for users. The middle of these subnetworks are crossly connected by a related regularization to build relations for recommendation Since each unit of the input vectors T u , E u , and V u is associated with a particular user, we argue that there exists some common information between the training parameters for the input units that associated with the same users. To automatically learn the implicit common information, we denote a shared weight matrix M ∈ R n×k to represent the common features for these three inputs. In particular, we utilize M u to represent uth vector of M, which is corresponding to the shared common preference of user u.
With the corrupted inputsT,Ẽ, andR, which are generated from T, E, and R through the distribution of Eq. (1), the hidden representations H r,u ∈ R k , H t,u ∈ R k , and H e,u ∈ R k of user u with roles of rater, truster and trustee are respectively computed by the following mapping functions:
where α is the hyper-parameter that used to balance the influence of shared weight matrix M. The parameters of
and {W e,0 ∈ R n×k , b e,0 ∈ R k } are the weight matrices and offset vectors to map user preferences into a low-dimensional space through active function g(·).
The hidden representations H r,u , H t,u , and H e,u of user u are then mapped back to predict the clean inputs by:
where
and {W e,1 ∈ R n×k , b e,1 ∈ R k } are the weight matrices and offset vectors of the decoder activation function f (·) for the three subnetworks in Fig. 2 . Although users show different characters when they are playing different roles, the key personalities of each user will not change in most cases. In other words, although the representations for each user with multiple roles are different, there are something in common among these representations for each user. For example, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 , user a and b are not similar in Fig. 3(a) , but they are similar as trusters in Fig. 3(b) . This may indicate that user preferences of a and b are similar to a certain degree in view of raters for that there are too few observed common ratings to exact model their preferences. Therefore, it is necessary to build relations between these representations with multiple roles to exchange information for sparse inputs of user ratings and social networks. Especially, we propose a novel regularization term to build relations between user features with multiple roles by minimizing the distances among output vectors of middle layers in CoDAE network as follows:
where β is the hyper-parameter to control the importance of related regularization term. A larger value of β indicates that users share more common features with multiple roles. If β → ∞, the user representations of H r,u , H t,u , and H e,u will be optimized to almost equal values by minimizing this related regularization term. If β = 0, this regularization makes no impact on the results of CoDAE model. For that each user show different but similar preferences when playing different roles in real life, the best value of β should be determined by experimental results.
Formally, we learn the parameters of CoDAE model by minimize the following objective function:
where λ is the corresponding hyper-parameter to control the model complexity to prevent overfitting;
Finally, after training the CoDAE model by minimizing loss function of Eq. (9), the unobserved entries of R u is predicted by:
whereR u is the predicted vector of user u. Each ith unit ofR u stands for the predicted score of user u for item i. The recommendation item list for user u is then generated by selecting N items with highest scores from unobserved entries of R u .
Model learning
The CoDAE model is implemented based on the powerfull deep learning framework of PyTorch, which can automatically compute gradient with strong GPU acceleration. We apply the widely used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method to learn parameters for CoDAE model. During each iteration, the parameters in CoDAE model are updated as following:
where θ t represents the value of parameters at iteration t. g t θ indicate the corresponding gradients for θ t . α is the learning rate during training process.
Model complexity analysis
As demonstrated in Fig. 2 + n) ).
In [27] , Wu et al. propose a novel sampling strategy to reduce the model complexity of neural networks of autoencoder for sparse inputs. For that the CoDAE is also developed based on the structure of autoencoder, this sampling strategy can also be used for CoDAE. Especially, due to the sparse problem of user ratings and social networks, the number of unlabeled data are much larger than that of labeled data. It is unnecessary to compute gradients for all unlabeled data since they contain very little useful information. In this way, the training complexity of CoDAE is O(kn(m +n +n )), wherem, n, andn denote the mean numbers of positive labels of users with roles of rater, truster and trustee, respectively. For that the data of user ratings and social networks are very sparse, the values ofm,n, andn are much smaller than that of m, n, and n , respectively. Therefore, the ECAE model is also computable for big data applications.
Experiments and results
In this section, we demonstrate comprehensive experimental results to evaluate the proposed CoDAE model for top-n recommendation task. Our experiments are designed to answer the following questions: -How does CoDAE model perform with different dimensions?
Datasets
To compare the proposed CoDAE model with state-of-thearts methods, we use two public real-world datasets for comparison: Ciao and Epinions datasets [38] . These two datasets contain both rating data and trust relationships, which are crawled from two famous e-commerce websites, i.e., the Ciao.com and Epinions.com. On these websites, users can rate each item with an integer number which range from 1 to 5 and build trust relationship with any other users to help making decisions. The trust relationships in social network are formulated in binary format, where 1 for trust and 0 for unobserved relationship. The statistics of these two datasets are shown in Table 1 . The top-n recommendation task is to recommend a personalized list of items for each user to help finding what he/she wants. This task is widely adopted by many existing works [27] . Since this paper is mainly focus on the top-n recommendation task, we remove the rating scores that less than four stars and remain the others with score of one for all datasets [27] . We then iteratively drop users and items with less than 5 ratings. The statistics of processed datasets are listed in Table 2 . 
Evaluation metrics
The task of top-n recommendation is to recommender a list with N items for each user to fit his/her potential need to maximum level. Relevant studies demonstrate that this task is closer to real world scenario than rating prediction. It means that rating error metrics, such as root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) are difficult to re-flect the performance of recommender systems exactly [39] . Therefore, we choose two ranking-based metrics to evaluate performance in our experiments: mean average precision (MAP@N) and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@N). These two metrics take the position influence of predicted list into account and are widely used in many commercial systems [40] .
Mean average precision MAP is an improved metric of Precision by considering the performance at all positions of top-n item list. The Precision metric is defined by:
where I u represents the items that user u has rated in the test set;Î N,u indicates the N items with highest predicted score in unrated item set for user u. Then we have the metric of Average Precision, which is defined as following:
where rel(k) indicate whether the item at rank k is adopted or not. The Mean Average Precision (MAP@N) is the mean value of AP@N across all users. Normalized discounted cumulative gain This metric considers the performance at all positions on the predicted list by giving higher weights to the items with higher predicted scores. Especially, the NDCG is defined as:
where Z n is the normalized term over the ideal value iDCG. The mean value of NDCG@N across all users is reported in our experiments.
Comparisons with previous models
Since we focus on the top-n recommendation task, it is unsuitable to compare with the methods designed for rating prediction tasks, such as SVD++ [41] and TrustSVD [42] . In this section, we compare the proposed CoDAE model with several state-of-the-art top-n recommendation algorithms as following:
• Pop This is a popular baseline algorithm which make predictions based on how many people have rated on a particular item.
• BPR [36] This is a ranking based algorithm which is implemented by learning the relations between positive and negative items for each user.
• GBPR [43] This method relaxes the individual and independence hypothesis in BPR model. The authors propose a new improved model by taking group influence into account. The group size is fixed to 5 as suggested in [43] .
• SBPR [44] This work proposes to improve the BPR model by considering social connections with the assumption that users tend to assign higher ranks to items that their friends like.
• CDAE [27] The authors utilize the Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) technique to improve top-n recommendation performance. Especially, they propose to inject user-special vectors into hidden layer of DAE network to further improve recommendation accuracy.
• TDAE [33] This is a novel deep learning based social recommendation method. In this work, the authors propose to learn user representations from both original and inferred data of user ratings and social networks. They also propose to inject social information into the hidden layer of neural network to further improve recommendation.
As we focus on learning user preferences with roles of rater, truster and trustee by denoising autoencoders, we mainly compared with CF-based and DAE-based methods. We leave out the DLMF method in [28] , since the performance differences may be result from the community effect which considered in [28] but not in the proposed CoDAE model. Moreover, for that the TDAE model is developed for rating prediction task, we utilize the logistic loss function and sampling strategy of 5 that used in CDAE to adjust the TDAE model for item recommendation task.
For all comparison methods, we tune the hyper-parameters carefully by trial and error method in our experiments or according to corresponding reference for each dataset to ensure that each method achieves the best performance for fair comparisons. For each user, we randomly choice 80% of the rating data for training process and the others for testing process. We conduct each experiment for 5 times and report the mean performance to fairly compare with other methods. For CDAE and CoDAE methods, we set the drop probability q to 0.1 and set sample rate t in Eq. (5) to 5 according to the experimental results in [27] .
Validations on all users
The comparison results on all users are demonstrated in Table 3 . We use two ranking-based metrics to evaluate the In Table 3 , we can see that the CoDAE model performs better than other comparison methods at least of 0.69% and 0.37% for all datasets on metrics of MAP@10 and NDCG@10, respectively. This fact shows that it is effective to improve recommendation by considering correlations among user features with multiple roles. Moreover, the improvements of CoDAE is more significant while the dimensionality of k growing from 10 to 100. This may indicate that it is easier to learn correlations of user features with multiple roles by utilizing a larger value of dimensionality. In addition, the improvements of CoDAE on Ciao dataset are much more significant than that on Epinions dataset. It may be caused of that the data of Epinions are much sparser than that of Ciao as demonstrated in Table 2 , which makes it more difficult to learn correlations of user features by CoDAE model.
Validations on sparse users
It is well known that the CF-based recommender systems are facing critical data sparse problem, which may degrade the recommendation performance. To validate the performance of CoDAE model in views of sparse users, we demonstrate the performance of users with different rating numbers on metric of MAP@10 with k = 100 in Fig. 4 . Since the evaluation results on metric of MAP@10 is consistent with other ranking-based metrics, we omit the performance on other metrics.
As we can see in Fig. 4 , the performance of all methods gets better with the number of ratings increases. It indicates that the amount of rating data has a great impact on the recommendation performance and the sparse problem is a critical problem for the recommender systems. Moreover, the CoDAE model performs better than other comparison methods for users with different numbers of ratings. It proves that the CoDAE model is quite effective to address the data sparse problem for recommendation by taking correlations of user features into consideration. In addition, compared with TDAE, the improvements of CoDAE for users with no more than 10 ratings are quite small on both Ciao and Epinions datasets. For that it is difficult to learn robust features from users with too few ratings, it is not easy to learn correlations from these unreliable user features. 
Impact of shared parameters
We conduct a series of experiments to study the influence of shared parameters in Eq. (6) . Especially, α is used to control the influence of shared parameters M in CoDAE. A larger value of α indicates more influence of shared parameters.
In Fig. 5 , we demonstrate the experimental results of Co-DAE model with α ∈ 0, 0.1, . . . , 1. As we can see, the Co-DAE model achieves best performance with α = 0.6 in both datasets of Ciao and Epinions. This fact indicates that it is necessary to make use of shared parameters to mine common information of the input vectors for each user with roles of rater, truster and trustee. Moreover, the performance curve of CoDAE in Fig. 5 is not quite flat. This may be caused by the stochastic training strategy of CoDAE model. Therefore, the best values of α for different datasets should be determined according to experimental results for each dataset. 
Impact of related regularization
Parameter β are used to control the influence of related regularization. Larger values of β indicate that there exist more correlations between user features of multiple roles. We con-duct a group of experiments to evaluate the influence of related regularization term and report the results in Table 4 . We perform these experiments with k = 100. In this table, we can see that the performance of CoDAE increases with the value of β grows and up to a point. When the value of β become even larger, the performance decreases due to overfitting. These experimental results indicate that the social influence makes a great impact on the recommendation accuracy and the value of β should be adjusted for different datasets.
Impact of dropout probability
To study the influence of q in CoDAE, we conduct a series of experiments to show the results with different values of q. The parameter q are used control the dropout probability in Eq. (1). A larger value of q indicates the entries of input vectors are more likely to be dropout by replacing original values with zeros. If q = 0, this dropout method makes no impact on the entries of input vectors.
As demonstrated in Fig. 6 , with the value of q increases, the performance of CoDAE grows to a particular point and then drops down for both datasets of Ciao and Epinions. Especially, the CoDAE model achieves best performance with q = 0.1. Moreover, the performance of CoDAE with q = 0 are slightly worse than that with q = 0.1 for these two datasets. This is because of that the inputs of user ratings and social networks are facing critical problem, which makes it drops too much useful information by dropout method with a large value of q = 0.
Impact of dimension k
In this subsection, we study the impact of latent dimension k on Ciao and Epinions datasets and report the results in Table 5 . As demonstrated in Table 5 , we can see that the performance of CoDAE is increasing with k getting larger on both datasets. We can also see that the improvement degree is getting smaller with k grows or even getting worse due to overfitting, such as the result on Ciao and Epinions datasets with k = 200. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel top-n recommendation algorithm CoDAE by modeling users with roles of raters, truster and trustee. Especially, we propose a tightly coupled structure CoDAE to learn compact and high-level influence from rating and trust data for each user. Moreover, this structure contains three DAE networks, the mid-layers of which are tightly interconnected through a novel related regularization term. This model is very flexible and easily be extended for other kinds of auxiliary information or other applications. We further conduct comprehensive experiments to compare the CoDAE model with other state-of-the-art algorithms. We also study the influence of hyper-parameters in CoDAE model. Further, we intend to develop the proposed model for at least three potential directions but not limited. First, to fur-ther overcome the sparse problem of rating and trust data, it is necessary to introduce more information for recommender systems, such as images or videos. We intend to make use of the recent techniques [11] to improve accuracy for recommender systems. Second, distinct from that in computer vision domain, the rating data used in recommender systems are very sparse. This fact makes it difficult make full use of GPU power by most existing deep learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow or pyTorch. This problem appeals for more attentions to introduce multi-core CPU or many-core GPU power [45, 46] for recommender systems. Third, the proposed CoDAE is a very flexible model to be extended for other kinds of applications, such as CAD/CAM [47, 48] , social computing [49, 50] and intelligent computing [51, 52] .
